Office of External Affairs

June 28, 1990

TO: 154/Karen Credeur
FROM: 115/Head, Office of External Affairs

SUBJECT: Retirement Ceremony

I need to plan a retirement ceremony for the F-106 sometime in January 1991. Joe Chambers can be contacted for more information.

A retirement of the A/C and transfer to VASC could be held at the same ceremony.

A. G. Price
46124

cc: 115/Cam Martin
480/Ray Goodman
Ralph Johnston

AGP
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KC 7-18-90
RE: F-106 Retirement Event

Someone in OFS should contact Joe Chambers about an F-106 Retirement Event. He would like to have one when vortex flap work is done, they are going to fly at least through this year, I believe.

He mentioned the aircraft’s long research history. He said they can only afford to fly it about one more year due to increasing cost of operation due to parts availability.

K

Circle: Do you want Public Services to work with Ralph Johnston on this?